Shape it faster.
The small one that thinks big

For those processing small components but needing maximum versatility and productivity.

With X-Press Next 30/1250 and its range of accessories, making large batches becomes efficient and effective.
Flexible working area
Up to 400 mm of daylight and 200 mm of stroke for any opportunity

Small footprint
Maximum flexibility in workshop layout: more space for you

Repositionable CNC
Thanks to the pivoting arm, it adapts to the working position and to the operator’s preferences

Backgauge up to 4 axes
Bend workpieces of different lengths with maximum precision and flexibility

Can be moved with a forklift truck
Use it where you need it, when you need it: you’re up and running again in a short time

Side cabinet
Protected space for tools and equipment: everything is always at hand

Rear pull-out drawer allows easy retrieval of parts

EXTRACTABLE DRAWER

ADJUSTABLE CHAIR
Correct posture for all operators
X-Press 30/1250 is the ideal solution for small or large series

Offer your operators advanced tools and get the most out of your press brake.

Always by your side
Remote configuration and diagnostics for lean and effective production

Ready for Industry 4.0
Advanced and interconnected CNC to extract data and share information at company level: bending programs, sensors, production statistics.

Request your test drive on gasparini.com
Shape it faster.